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Alyssa Wheeler
Policy Analyst, Office on Trafficking in Persons
Administration for Children and Families
US Department of Health and Human Services

VIA EndTrafficking@acf.hhs.gov

RE: Freedom Network USA’s Response to OTIP’s Request for Information on Forced Labor in Healthcare Supply Chains

Freedom Network USA (FNUSA)\(^1\), established in 2001, is a coalition of 91 non-governmental organizations and individuals that provide services to, and advocate for the rights of, trafficking survivors in the US. Since the enactment of the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 (TVPA), FNUSA members have worked to ensure effective implementation of the law and that trafficking survivors receive the full array of legal and social services needed. FNUSA members include: survivors who experienced both sex and labor trafficking in the US, prosecutors who have criminally prosecuted sex and labor trafficking cases, civil attorneys who have brought cutting-edge lawsuits against traffickers, criminal attorneys who have represented survivors wrongly charged with a crime, immigration attorneys who have represented hundreds of individuals granted T and U visas, and social service providers who have assisted thousands of survivors --- both US citizens and foreign nationals, minors and adults, across the gender spectrum.\(^2\) FNUSA’s long and diverse experience with survivors of human trafficking, and ongoing collaboration with survivors, allows us a unique and critical view into how proposed rules will impact survivors.

A. Monitoring Forced Labor in the Procurement of Healthcare Services

As an initial matter, it is important to note that the healthcare services industries are impacted by the same racist, exploitive conditions and systems that impact most labor sectors in the US and internationally. Therefore, many of the recommendations related to reducing, detecting, and enforcing accountability for forced labor in other industries are relevant to the healthcare

\(^1\) More information on FNUSA is available on our website at [https://freedomnetworkusa.org/about-us/](https://freedomnetworkusa.org/about-us/).

services sector. FNUSA has published multiple recommendations on addressing human trafficking, generally, and labor trafficking in particular.³

Specific examples of systemic forced labor in the healthcare services supply chain are related to the common immigrant visas used. Many healthcare workers, including nurses, nurses’ aides, and home healthcare workers, are immigrants who have been recruited to enter the US on a visa related to their work. During the recruitment process, most are charged high fees by the home country recruiters which put them at high risk of abuse and exploitation. These debts are further exploited by the common practice of including ‘breakage fees’ in their contracts—requiring workers to pay the healthcare provider or placement agency an exorbitant fee if they leave their employer before the end of the contract. Contracts also routinely include non-compete clauses that make it prohibitively expensive for workers to leave an exploitive or abusive employer. These debts and contract clauses combine to create debt bondage—a form of forced labor. It is important to note that these contract clauses are generally unique to immigrant workers, an ongoing form of national origin discrimination.

Healthcare workers are often subcontracted from a placement or employment agency. This impedes worker protection. Placement and employment agencies are generally subjected to less oversight that healthcare facilities, allowing abusive agencies to go undetected. Workers may be abused or exploited by the agency and/or the work location. And both entities will assert that the other entity is responsible for addressing the problem, or will deny that the abuse is occurring. Workers are confused about how and where they should seek protection and assistance. Mobile and home healthcare workers, as well as those who work in rural and remote settings, are isolated from services and support. Immigrant workers on temporary visas are at extreme risk in these forms of employment.

Healthcare systems often contract out other vital services, including janitorial services, food service, laundry services, and other non-healthcare labor that is critical. These services are also rife with abuse and exploitation, disproportionately rely on BIPOC and immigrant workers, and dodge oversight. Healthcare systems avoid accountability for the treatment of these workers by hiring subcontractors.

Immigrant workers are often unfamiliar with the US legal system, workers’ rights and mechanisms for enforcement, and available legal services. They may face language barriers, cultural barriers, discrimination, and hostility in the workplace or the community in which they are working. They may fear law enforcement and government systems due to corruption and abuse in their home country. They may be fleeing persecution and exploitation in their home country. They may have extended family in their home country depending on their income for their survival. For these and myriad other reasons, immigrants working in the healthcare sector are at high risk of abuse and exploitation. The immigration system and common contracting practices capitalize on these vulnerabilities to exploit workers with little oversight or accountability.

There have been a variety of cases of forced and exploitive labor cases in healthcare settings. Nurses recruited from the Philippines have subjected to forced labor, visa fraud, and physical abuse. PhD students, reliant on student visas, abused and threatened with deportation while conducting vital healthcare research. Home healthcare workers have been subjected to forced labor in private homes. The Human Trafficking Legal Center maintains a database of all federal civil lawsuits alleging human trafficking in the US. They identified the following 13 cases involving allegations of forced labor in the healthcare sector:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Civil Cases in Healthcare Sector</th>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paguirigan v. Prompt Nursing</td>
<td>1:17-cv-01302</td>
<td>E.D.N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delos Reyes v. Abundant Nursing</td>
<td>1:19-cv-02596</td>
<td>E.D.N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Nurses Association v. Albany Medical Center</td>
<td>1:19-cv-01265</td>
<td>N.D.N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Govico v. Regal Heights Rehabilitation and Health Care Center, Inc. et al</td>
<td>1:21-cv-02042</td>
<td>E.D.N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rondina v. Regal Heights Rehabilitation And Health Care Center, Inc. et al</td>
<td>1:21-cv-01843</td>
<td>E.D.N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguirre v. Best Care Agency, Inc.</td>
<td>2:10-cv-5914</td>
<td>E.D.N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magtoles et al v. United Staffing Registry, Inc. et al</td>
<td>1:21-cv-01850</td>
<td>E.D.N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nowak v. United Staffing Registry, Inc.</td>
<td>1:19-cv-06455</td>
<td>E.D.N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lo v. Management Health Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>0:20-cv-61319</td>
<td>S.D.Fla.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Policies and procedures, as well as programs provided by the healthcare sector can also put patients at high risk of forced labor. Unhoused patients who are discharged from healthcare centers without a safety plan or housing support placement are vulnerable to recruitment by traffickers. For example, there have been reports of traffickers preying on patients at pain management clinics. There are also substance use treatment centers that have been accused of engaging in forced labor as a form of substance use ‘treatment,’ including programs that have
been court ordered (therefore the victims are legally coerced into forced labor by the criminal legal system). 4

FNUSA recommends the following actions to protect workers and thus the US’ national interests in a safe and reliable healthcare sector.

1. **Conduct targeted outreach and education for low-wage healthcare workers including: home healthcare workers, healthcare aides, and those providing alternative therapies.**

   Provide federal grant funding to community based, culturally specific organizations to provide know your rights training, information about worker protections and immigration protections, and connection to legal and social service providers. Support community based efforts to identify and support exploited workers, and hold abusers accountable.

2. **Improve oversight for employment visas to eliminate common methods of financial abuse.**

   The federal government should review all contracts prior to issuing temporary worker visas to ensure that they do not include recruitment or placement fees, ‘breakage fees’ for workers who leave their employers, forced arbitration, or non-compete clauses. The justification for employment based visas is to meet a need that cannot be met by the US labor force. Therefore, they should be held to a higher standard than when hiring workers already present in the US. Currently, they are allowed to treat immigrant workers worse than US workers with fees and penalties that apply only to immigrants. These provisions are designed to create an exploitable workforce and should not be tolerated. Any employer that tolerates these provisions, either in their own contracts or via contractors, should be barred from sponsoring any further immigrant visas and should be investigated for possible forced labor.

3. **Eliminate the use of forced labor from criminal legal system.**

   Court systems receiving federal funds should be barred from using forced labor disguised as treatment, including substance use, housing, and other programs. Forced and coerced labor should also be eliminated from all institutions used for detaining people in the US, including jails, prisons, and immigration detention centers.

4. **Coordinate with current oversight authorities to identify and investigation forced labor.**

   Provide training to current mechanisms for oversight including state and local code and labor enforcement agencies, certification bodies, and workplace safety inspectors. Ensure that these agencies are trained to identify signs of abuse and exploitation and to report concerns to local authorities for investigation.

5. **Reform employment based visas to ensure worker safety.**

   All employment based visas should provide protection to workers including visa portability, in-person know your rights education for all immigrants both at the time the visas are issued and upon the workers’ arrival in the US (similar to the interviews conducted for A3/G5 workers), and require all federal agencies to improve coordination in barring known exploiters from sponsoring additional visas.

---

6. Increase oversight of home healthcare workers and healthcare aides, and the certification, recruitment, and placement agencies that abuse and exploit them.
These workers are among the lowest paid, most likely to be contractors, and most isolated and remote workers. They are disproportionately BIPOC and immigrant workers. Alternative therapies, such as massage, acupuncture, and holistic care, are a growing sector of the healthcare industry but are subject to less oversight than traditional medical practices like hospitals and health clinics. These workers and the agencies and providers that employ them, are subject to minimal regulations and oversight, allowing for abuse and exploitation to flourish. They are paid substandard wages, while agencies often advertise false and deceptive claims that workers will be able to gain the skills and accreditation needed to move into higher paid positions. Increased oversight is needed to ensure that workers are provided with accurate information about their rights, are being paid minimum wage, and are being provided a safe workplace.

B. Monitoring Forced Labor in the Procurement of Healthcare Products
Forced labor is found throughout the supply chain. The healthcare sector is reliant on a variety of products that are known to be produced with forced labor including uniforms and bandages made of cotton grown, harvested, and processed with forced labor to medical equipment made with metals and precious stones mined and processed with forced labor. Healthcare facilities serve food including bananas, beef, coffee, beef, fish, and rice that have been grown, harvested, and processed with forced labor. Forced labor occurs throughout the supply chain, both outside of the US and also within the US. For example, there have been multiple reports of forced labor in the growth and harvesting of cannabis in the US.

FNUSA recommends the following actions to protect workers throughout the supply chain and thus the US’ national interests in a safe and reliable healthcare sector.
1. The FDA and other regulatory agencies involved with healthcare products must require certification of a supply chain free of forced labor.
Many healthcare products including medications, medical equipment, and medical products are subjected to oversight by the federal government to ensure that they are safe and effective. Additional requirements should be added to ensure that they are produced free of forced labor. Manufacturers, suppliers, and others should be required to trace and verify their supply chain, starting with items that include products that are known to the US government to be routinely produced by forced labor. Cannabis should be legalized in the US to allow federal oversight and protection of workers involved in the production of cannabis.

2. Include certification of materials free of forced labor in the certification of healthcare institutions.
Similarly, institutions such as hospitals and clinics should be required to trace and verify they supply chain for the materials used in their facilities to ensure that they are free of forced labor.

C. Training and Public Awareness on Forced Labor in Healthcare Supply Chains
Healthcare executives, procurement officers, and regulators need to understand the common indicators of forced labor, and the most common examples that are likely to impact their part of the healthcare system. They must understand their role in identifying and responding to forced labor, and the risks and penalties for failing to act. And they must be held accountable for their reliance on forced labor for goods and services.

FNUSA recommends the following actions to ensure awareness of forced labor in healthcare supply chains.
1. The federal government should produce training materials for healthcare executives and procurement officials.
Federal agencies have already produced, either directly or through contractors and grantees, extensive training and educational materials on identifying forced labor in supply chains for procurement professionals. These materials should be localized for specific healthcare sectors to be relevant and useful for immediate implementation. Training should be provided for healthcare administrators at relevant conferences.
2. The Department of Labor should produce a report on goods produced by forced labor that are in common use in the healthcare supply chain.
DOL already produces a general list, they should refine the list and demonstrate the finished products used by the healthcare sector that are produced with forced labor. The list should be provided to healthcare systems in coordination with training and outreach on eliminating forced labor from the healthcare sector.

D. Research and Data on Forced Labor in Healthcare Supply Chains
Research and data on forced labor is needed, especially research specific to forced labor that occurs within the US. Much of the current research, including the DOL List of Goods Produced with Child Labor or Forced Labor, exclusively focus outside of the US.

Research already shows us that immigrants in the healthcare sector are routinely subjected to abuse and exploitation, including forced labor.7 Additional reports show how workers across employment visa categories are similarly abused and exploited and demonstrate the need for comprehensive reform of the US immigration system to address forced labor.8

Geo mapping of data on temporary worker visas for healthcare related work and workplace violations can identify workers at high risk of forced labor. This approach has been used by NGOs to identify agricultural workers at high risk, and to focus outreach, education, and resources to those workers. Similarly, this could prioritize locations for culturally specific outreach, education, and services for healthcare workers. It can also be used to focus additional investigation and oversight by government agencies.

Additional research should be conducted to understand the racial equity implications of the disproportionate employment of BIPOC and immigrants in low-wage occupations within the healthcare sector, and to identify the barriers to upward mobility into higher paid occupations. Additional resources, training, financial support, or changes to admissions requirements that are needed to overcome this systemic racism must be identified and provided to eliminate the ongoing discrimination.

I hope that you find this information helpful. Please contact me (jean@freedomnetworkusa.org) if you have any questions or need further information.

Sincerely,

Jean Bruggeman
Executive Director
Freedom Network USA
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